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Anw~rSadat 
1918-1981. 
Searey, Arkansas Oet. 16, 1981 
Sadat assassinated 
in milita:ry parade 
by BooMittlbeU 
Egyptian President Anwar 
Sadat's assassination maires the 
Middle East powder keg all the 
more likely to explode . 
Sadat was killed as he sat 
observing a military· parade 
along with other government 
officials when. four men stepped 
frorn a jeep and opened fire on 
Sadat and the rest of the crowd. 
In Asyut, 235 miles · south of 
cairo, violence broke out in the 
streets. Officials said at least 10 
persons were killed and many 
others were wounded. 
In spite of the violenc.e in 
Egypt, over 80 countries were 
represented at the heavily 
guarded funeral of Sadat. 
The United States sent a 
delegation led by Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig, including 
all the living former presidents -
Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford and 
Richard Nixon. The funeral took 
pla.Ge without ,incident. 
The U.S. , abnost certainly 
pointing a fiDge.r at Libya, 
warned all other Middle East 
countries that it would protect 
Egypt .if it were attacked. 
Haig went furtlrer Sunday and 
said that Egypt is the "f~remost 
friend" in the Middle EaSt. 
He said the U.S. would become 
more involvedln the Middle East 
as a result or Sadat's 
assassination, " demonstrating 
that it is not fatal to be an ally of 
the United States." 
Haig's reference to Egypt as 
America's "foremost" friend in 
the Middle East was certain to 
cause concern in Israel, referred 
to in the . past as the U.S.'s 
strongest aliy in the region. 
Govei'DIDent officials in Israel 
insisted, however, that Haig did 
not intend to snub them. 
Reports from carter and Ford 
were tlul.t many moderate Arab 
leaders support the -Camp David 
peace process but ·can't admit 
that to their own countrymen. 
Carter said the Saudis sup-
ported the peace process but 
could not publicly announce that. 
"It's abnost impossible for an 
Arab to step forward because of a 
threat of assassination or 
violence within their own fragile 
government," Carter said. 
Either because they are weak 
or their hold on power is fragile, 
. Carter said, the leaders of Jor-
dan, Syria and Saudi Arabia 
·"don't have the courage of 
Sadat" or the popular support he 
had in Egypt. 
Ford also said that moderate 
Arab leaders support the peace 
process. 
"Especially when you talk to 
the leaders privately, they will 
~tl you bow hopeful they are that 
the peace process can continue," 
Ford $&id. "They a~e as anxious 
as Sadat for peace." _ 
Most Arab leaders con-
spicuously stayed away from the 
funeral for Sadat, who was 
denounced as a traitor to the 
Arab world for making a 
separate peace with 'Israel. 
In several Arab capitals, 
peop•e took to the streets to 
celebrate his assassination, and 
Libya declared Sunday a national 
holiday in celebration of Sadat's 
death. 
University sued for 1980 pledge week incident 
by Linda Ford 
A former Harding student, 
Lynne Bartley O'Neal III of 
Portland, Ore., is suing the 
University and two students· for 
$75,000 for receiving a permanent 
"M"-shaped scar on his chest 
during pledge week activities on 
Oct. 19, 1980. ' : 
The Arkansas Democrat, 
Arkausas Gazette, Searcy Citizen 
and local radio and television 
sta lions carried reports that 
O'Neal filed suit Friday in Little -
Rock federal courts against 
Harding and two students, Bobby 
Dosset an~ Terry Neli, who have 
been charged with battery and 
--negligence. 
· In the reports, O'Neal stated 
that, while a freshman at Har-
ding last fall, he was asked to join 
the Mohican social club that has 
since been disbanded. --
University President Clifton 
Ganus said that the incident had 
nothing to do with the Mohicans 
being disbanded last spring. 
O'Neal said he and 10 other 
pledges were taken to a softball 
field and told to do calisthenics 
while holding pledge books, then 
told to eat persimmODS, • then 
·to. remove. their shirts - all in 
front of 25 people. 
The pledges were then told to 
stand fu line while Mohican 
member, Bobby Dosset painted 
an ''M" on each pledge's chest 
with a silver nitrate mixture, 
according to O'Neal's charg~. 
The club's sponsor, To:rp 
Maddox, who has since left the 
school, stopped the ceremony 
when he noticed several pledges 
had a "M" -shaped rash on their_ 
chests. 
O'Neal said he was in pain and 
sought medical attention the next 
day. It took· five weeks for the 
wound to heal and now he has a 5-
inch, "M" -shaped scar on his 
chest, which he has been told is 
permanent.. 
When Garius was asked when 
action on the case would begin, 
. he said he did not have apy in-
formation. He said, "We aren't 
trying to hide ~ything. All I 
know is what I saw in the 
newspapers.'' 
Ganus said that tbe first time 
he eve& had a hint that tbe school 
might be sued was· early last 
week when an unidentified 
lawyer called, asking for the 
names and addresses of tbe 
Har4ioJ. ~ -~ _Trqs~ .\!~. 
were members during October that he felt Harding was not 
1980. . responsible for the incident. 
The lawyer said his client was "It was not the school~s fault," 
planning to sue Harding, but be Ganus said .. ''We tell them 
would not reveal his client's (clubs) not to do things like this, 
name or his ~eason for suing. but these things happen." 
Ganus ielt that the suit might Ganus·said that the school tried 
be about pledge week since t.he tQ help O'Neal wben they learned 
:lawyer menponed O~tober 19110 of his in jul-y. 
~that is when pledge week was "We were sorrry that the thing 
held last year. ba~ and we tried to do wbat 
Ganus said be could not say if we could to help at the time," 
the. school iS going to try to Ganus said. "We did everything 
se~kl: out of court sin~ O'Neal we could as far as medical bills, 
left Harding before second and apology, and payment of 
semester and tbe University bas expense. . .. l don't think tbe 
not -been in toucli with -him Ior scbool was r-esponsible for it. I 
months. think the. individuals who did it 
When asked about details on· are responsible for it.' ' : 
the pledge week incident, Ganus . When Ganus was asked bOw. the 
said he : could not · give any suit will affect, future pledge 
s~ Since the case is to be week activities, ·he said, ''We'll 
' tried. · . jgst have t9 wait and see. rm· 
"I really can't give you any sure it will be di.scussed very 
information about the incident thoroughly." · 
because it is going to court and, O'Neal's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
th~ore we are not going to give Lynne O'Neal, wuuld not com-
any . information concerning men~ on the case. : 
anything having to do with the T.he suit 8.1so naines· .the 
case til we know what the following people .as defendents: 
charges are," Ganus said. ''The Ganus; Board members Flalloy 
administration is ·makiug no Alexander, D. F. Angtiisb, Jobn 
comments on it." · . G. Baldwin, George S. Beason, 
. . -~~~· ;~e\'er •. '?'~~ .~~ -, .. JtJ.c~~~.-.~--:~ •.. ~m .. ~~L 
Burton,- Harold N. Cogburn, 
James H. Cone, James B. Ellers, 
Houston Ezell, Richard Gibson, 
Jack Goode, Louis Green, Dallas 
Harris, W. C. Hatfield, Olen 
Hendrix, ·Hillard Johnmeyer, 
Mrs. Carrie Lou Little, Jim 
Mclnteer, Dan Russel, Roy 
Sawyer, Donald Shores and Mrs. 
Nina Warnock; and club sponsor 
Maddox. ' · 
The suit is seeking $50,000 from 
the University for past and future 
medical expenses and $25,000 in 
punitive damages from Neu and 
Dosset. · 
__ Inside_--... 
Workshop ... 
World Missions Workshop 
begins next Friday and 
four missionaires are to be 
honored. See stories, pages ' 
6 and 7. 
Recruiting ... 
The Bison football team is 
made up of people from all 
across the nation. Gwen 
O'ownover tells the story 
of how Harding rounds 
them up, page 11 • 
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Lectureship reflects · 
How Are the Mighty F~g 
Harding's heritage 
Wednesday; night saw the start of Harding's 58th Annual 
Lectureship -the longeSt-running tradition at Harding. 
In fact, the tradition ofLectureship is ·as old as the name of the 
school itself. lt was first held in 1924, the year that Arkansas 
Christian merged with Harper College to form Harding College, in 
Morrilton, Ark. · 
A lot has happened since that first Lectureship. In 1934, the 
campus .was moved to its present location in Searcy. J. N. Arm-
strong, the first president of the college. was replaced by Dr; 
George Benson in 1936. In 1965, Dr. Benson was replaced by Dr. 
Clifton Ganus, a former history department cha,irman and vice 
president of the college. Then on Aug. 27, 1979, Harding College 
becam.e Harding University. 
One thing has remained constant through the 58 years of 
Harding's history and the Lectureship is a testimony to it. That one 
constant is our spiritual heritage ___:_the steel girders of the present· 
day institution. . . 
The men who conceived and founded, who have built, guided 
an(i nurtured. Harding University have been men of God whose 
primary 'purpose was to form and to perfect a college where 
Christianity could . be taught in precept and in example to 
thousands of young people. · · ·· 
Because of our spiritual heritage, we, as students, have a 
luxurious inheritance. We have a place where Jesus is held in· the 
highest esteem. We grow in land that is fertile with righteousness. 
We are nurtured in a greenhouse where our roots will grow · deeper 
into our U>rd, giving us stability and nourishment. . 
· When we look at traditions :of Harding like the Lectureship, we 
sometimes fail to remember the years of sacrifice, sweat,· concern 
and prayer that have ~ade Harding the great .institution that it·is 
today. We take for granted our many blessings. We forget our 
heritage. · 
It is our spiritual heritage that has made opportunities like the 
Lectureship possible. Our spiritUal heritage made Harding a place 
where we can learn Christian principles along with curriculum, a 
place where we can share a love that the world doesn't know, a 
place where we can learn the depth of a life that is deeper than the 
do's and don't's of morality . . 
Our spiritual heritagehas willed us a fortune and we luxuriate in 
wealth. Let's open our eyes to our blessings and be grateful. _Let's 
tak-e advantage of the· opportunities that have been provided. for us. 
.We can feel as David felt when be wrote, "Th·e lines have fallen 
to me in pleasant places; Indeed my heritage is beautiful to me." 
Letters to.the Editor 
Satire defined, 
defended in letter 
Dear Editor: 
This letter is directed toward 
the two letters written by Kevin 
Martin and ·Eugene Smith lll, 
October 2, 1981. 
l have attended Harding for 
four years and invariably each 
year there is a confusion of the 
meaning of satire - simply a 
comical irony:_ Webster defines 
satire as· "a literary work in 
which vices, follies, etc. are held 
to ridicule and contempt." It is 
my opinion that satire is of great 
value to Christian thought. 
Satire is seldom directed tO the 
good or the perfect; it is centered 
around worthless actions - a 
definition of contempt. The so-
called "diametr:ililal" oppc6ition 
of the Fifth column to the "true 
·purpose and value of chapel" is 
nothing more than a false 
statement. Satire in this instance 
was directed toward the 
programs in chapel that are of 
little value if any at all, not the 
devotionals. Even our ad-
ministration bas expressed their 
opinions of boredom of some 
chapel programs . . 
Let me remind yoo·:that ilt.: 
teodmg chapel is not necessl.lrilY · 
. - . 
a freedom but a basic 
requirement of this institution. I 
am sure there are many who 
attend Harding who would not 
attend chapel if it were not 
required. How can one compare 
thedeathofour Lord Jesus to this 
"freedom'''? The death of Christ 
is our avenue to heaven, not the 
"freedom" to attend chapel. 
· In accordance to the remarks 
made about the security, it is my 
opinion that they are mature 
enough to know the meaning of 
satire and laugh at its effects: = 
Otherwise someone is at fault. 
Fornication, if I understand, is 
not a basic principle of 
Christianity; therefore, making 
satirical remarks about it is quite 
appropriate. 1: believe few people 
at Harding take this lightly as 
you so stated. 
Finally, the Bison and the Fifth 
Column are not a disgrace, but a 
paper and editorial printing view 
both p.ro and con -a necessity in 
any paper. To conclude, if we 
cannot learn to laugh at our-
selves we are .losing the basic 
principle of relating to those who 
take opposing view. · 
Sincerely, 
Jim Robertson 
; (see MORE LE1TERS. Pll&e 3.) 
by B. A. Adeniji 
sophomore Nigerian .transfer student 
Oh, Egypt, ~ 
What type of country have yoo grown to be'? 
Wbat sort o( nation do you want to be'? 
Which destinatioli are you heading to? 
Most of tbegood trees haye been cut down 
Even before they have &»rodnced good fruit. 
All the beautiful flowers shining both day and night 
Have been plucked down because of their beautiful scents 
and yet you want peace in tlie Middle East.' 
Oh, Egypt, . 
Why should you listen to the radicals'? 
What . has· the Communist to offer you'? 
Do you mean everybody wants tO be a leader" 
Those that should be silent were left out 
And faithful ones killed. 
Yet you want to build a p6werful nation. 
Oh, Murderers, 
What bas Sadat done to you'? 
At least he is the great swimmer who saved 
His country from the powerful band of Qle ocean. 
He is the great barber who bas sheared tbe-
Crim.iJul]s ~rom bis country. 
I 
He had prepared his food. but you, enemy of Egypt, did not· 
Allow him to eat it. · · 
He did a great wOrk, but you did not allow him to 
See tb'e fruit of it. 
Ob, Traitors, . . 
Sadat went to war, but did not die. 
He is a grleat soldittt wbo inust not die like tbis 
He is a man never to be forgotten 
He is a man of stability in a place of uncertainty. 
He is a man whose name must be written in gold 
In the history of Egypt 
Oh, Sadat, 
Wha:t I hear of yotir death, I disapprove of it. 
Because I knew you are as great as Caesar 
But not as proud as him. 
You are the only man with guts who sought for peace 
In the Middle East. 
Sadat, it is true, that when beggars die, there are no 
Comments heard. 
But even gods;themselves cry over the death of a prince. 
And now we peace-loving people of the world are 
Crying over your death. 
0)1, Death, 
You should know a man of honor. 
Sadat must ·not be taken away like this. 
Though · he is dead, his good work continues. 
You who killed him, Death is at your door step, too. 
President Anwar Sadat, 
If you can still come back to life, come now and continue 
Your good work. 
But if it is true that Death bas taken you away. from 
This sinful world, rest in peace. · 
Eat what they eat over there and drink what they drink, too. 
Truly1 yoo have lived for Pf!Bce and you have died f~ princjpl~. 
Rest in perfect peace. 
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The 
Fifth Column 
Salute to the General 
by Boo Mitchell 
. A small bearded man dressed 
in fatigues can often be seen 
roaming around those gray 
shacks next to the Science 
Building late at night. He lives iri 
those buildings and his name is 
General Fund. He fought in the 
Cold War and is a big friend with 
all people at all levels at Harding, 
particularly those with money. 
I spoke with an administrator 
about General Fund. I asked the 
administrator about $27,000 of 
our registration fees going to 
General Fund. He insisted that 
the money was being put to good 
use. 
"Look, General Fund may be a 
little old but he's no slouch when 
it comes to keeping up With the 
times," the administrator con-
fided. "He likes to ski the Alps 
and be always buys a con-
dominiulJl while"lte's there- he's 
a sucker for 'em." 
"Doesn't he also get Spring 
Sing profits?" I asked. 
"Y eli and he deserves every bit 
of it. He's one of the most 
deserving people on campus. He 
contributes to the school in an 
untold thousand ways. For in-
stance, he's responsible for 
W!itering our sidewalks. Do you 
hnow that Harding has some of 
the finest sidewalks in the world? -
And all thanks to General Fund.'' 
"He's quite a guy." 
"I'll say. And those tearaway 
swings he's developed on campus 
to break up couples in their most 
passionate moments aren't bad 
either." · 
"Those· pesky· rabbit signs'?" 
"All his idea. Aren't they 
· clever? We haven't spotted a 
rabbit, or rather wabbit, in 
weeks." · 
"He sure keeps busy." 
"Ah, we probably wouldn't 
give General Fund so much 
money except that he sustaiDed a 
bacJ:c injury in the Cold Wa,r. 
Being a pilot during that war was 
extremely stressful." 
"Don't tell me - he was an air 
traffic controller before that." 
"He sure was - stress, stress, 
stress; I'm surprised the man'.s 
still alive. Do you know General 
Fund won over 57 medals in· the 
Cold War?" 
''And all because he spelled 
'communist' ·correctly." 
"He's a courageous man. 
Lis ten, whenever we come across 
any excess money, it's going to 
General Fund. He deserves so 
much." 
"Cafeteria profits, too?" 
"Of course. The least we can do 
for this great man is give him all 
the money we can. Right now 
he's makirig plans to become 
deeply involved in Campaigns 
Las'Vegas." 
"Campaigns Las Vegas?" 
"Right. The concept is to teach 
the gamblers as they roll a 
seven." . 
"What if they don't roll a 
seven?'' 
"Tough luck. We want gam-
blers who can win!' 
c ~ _. 
c ~ 
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More Letters to ·the Editor 
Free enterprise 
offers a choice 
Dear Editor: 
In response to President 
Reagan's budget cuts, I believe that 
we, the American people, need to 
reflect upon the free enterjrise 
system. Free enterprise of(ers us 
freedom of choice, the key to 
America's success. 
1 It offers us freedom of en-
terprise. Our economy is based on 
a vol\mtary, competitive market 
system. Competition provides a · 
discipline which causes those 
who make products or ·offer 
services to strive for the quality 
and price consumers need and 
want. 
Free enterprise offers freedom 
to produce. Most consumer goods 
and services are produced by 
people. Productivity produces 
prosperity. If the American 
people are free to .Produce, then 
they are free to prosper. In-
creased productivity results 
from the effective use of human 
energy applied to more efficient 
tools. Productivity is greatest in 
a free market system where 
economic decisions are made in 
the' marketplace by consumers 
rather than: by government. 
Freedom ·to · work is another 
choice offered in a free en-
terprise system. Increased 
employment results from in-
creased demand for goods and 
services. Increased spending 
results from an increase in 
emplQyment and wages. 
It offers freedom to generate 
wealth. Our nation's wealth is . 
based on private enterprise, 
competition, and profits. 
Business brings capital, natural 
resources, and labor together to 
generate material wealth and 
'hence the money needed to in-
vest, save, increase employment, 
productiVity, and efficiency. 
Free enterprise offers freedom 
to govern. The idea of limited 
government requires that elected 
representatives respond to· the 
people and defend their basic 
rights of life, liberty, property, 
and most important, freedom of 
choice. 
Those who would destroy the 
Arnericqn way of life need only 
destroy the freedom of choice 
that is offered in a free, com-
petitive market. If America is to 
enjoy true economic and in-. 
dividual freedom, then a free 
enterprise system which remains 
intact is in order. 
Appreciatively, 
Penny Hightower, 
Students for Free Enterprise 
Students support 
Polish solida!ity' 
To the Editor: . · 
The .Polish Solidarity Union's 
900 delegates, at the second half 
of their first national convention 
in Gdansk, issued a call for free 
elections and democracy.' 
Because they stood up for free 
elections and democracy, 
Poland's delegates were sub-
jected to ruthless threats by the 
Soviet Union and Poland's 
Communist government. 
Despite Poland's efforts, the 
Soviets are determined to stop 
progress by those striving for 
freedom. Historically, the 
Soviets have not hesitated to use 
military force to stop the spread 
of freedom - witness their in-
vasions of Hungary in 1956, 
Czechoslavakia in 1968 and 
Afghanistan in 1981. 
A coalition of college students 
disagree with the Soviet's 
manhandling of Poland and are 
making statements supporting 
Poland's right to freedom. 
Maintaining that people 
everywhere have a birthright to 
freedom; the students are cir-
culating a petition expressing 
"complete support for toe people 
of Poland in their struggle to 
retain their inalienable rights." 
This nationwide campaign is 
critical because it sends a 
powerful message to the world: 
America's youth are firmly 
behind the Polish people in their 
fight against· Communist . op-
pression. . 
Human · rights are not a 
discretionary privilege granted 
by the government. They are a 
necessary demand of all free 
people. With our support, Poland 
will be free. 
Sincerely, 
Jack Abramoff, Chairman 
College Republican 
National Committee 
THE: TYPICAL NA\IV MAN'S 
LOCI<E:R. 
JOIN ·THE NAVY • • • 
·. 
We l·mow home's a 
hard place to leave. 13ut if 
you thinl.c; it lool.c;s good, . 
just wait till you hove been 
around ... after you've skied 
in the Alps, fished in New 
Zeolond, hil.c;ed in Spain, 
and gone swimming in the 
Aegean ... as a Navy 
officer. We really aren't 
l.c;idding when we soy, 
"Join the Navy and 
see the world:' 
. 
TALK TO US IN THE 
STUDENT CENTER ON 
OCT. 27·21, OR CALL 
COLLECT 371·632 ... 
.. 
AND BE SOMEBODY 
I , ·"" 
Letter questions 
constitutionality 
Dear Editor: · 
: Earlier this year, we the 
students of Harding were sub-
jected to a week of special 
programs and speeches designed 
to persuade u~ to obey rules and 
regulations of this great in-
stitution. Fine and dandy! A 
couple of weeks ago, I read of a 
Violation of our SA constitution 
by a certain faculty member. 
Hyprocrites! How can you 
(administration and faculty) 
stand up in chapel and plead with 
us to obey your rules while you 
treat the SA constitution like a 
piece of paper ready to throw in 
the wastebasket. And to add 
insult to injury, the whole issue is , 
just being passed off. If the 
President of the United States 
were to mistreat the National 
constitution, he would be im-
peached. What happens at 
Harding?. Nothing! Well, I guess 
that only keeps in line with the 
saying, "Only at Harding." 
I feel it. is time that the Student 
Association (us the students) 
demand that this situation is fully 
taken care of and then make sure 
such a . violation never takes 
place again. 
Sincerely, 
Neil Thompson 
Reader defends 
campus wildlife 
Dear Editor: . 
The Bible confirms that 
Christians should be patient, 
meek, tw() toilers, and other-
cheeker8. With these charac-
teristics being so, I wish to im-
patiently and unmeekly rip Jay 
Perdue's "Fifth Column" to 
shreds. Nothing personal, Jay, 
but studies have shown that 
people who talk about hunting 
and fishing are paranoid. Last 
week's "Fifth Column" certainly 
proves this fact. 
Be serious! Animals are 
people, too; except that they're 
smaller and fuzzier and dumber. 
But if they could talk, boy; would 
one "Fifth Column" writer be in 
trouble! 
We need to preserve our tame 
Wi.Jdlife. Unlike security guards, 
cha.pel and walls between the 
men and women's dorms, birds· 
and squirrels are rare. It's not 
that: we should apply our 
Christianity in protecting these 
cute, fuzzy creatures that God 
made, but it's the principle in-
volved. 
It. for. one,· think that that at-
taCKs· of the "Fifth Column" 
shoUld be toned down a little. 
Sincerely, 
Throatw~bler .Mangrove 
<alias Jim Dabbs) 
Next BISON 
. . ISSue: 
Oct. 30 
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Christians 
in the World 
. . . 
.. 
by Steve Awtrey 
Take time for·God 
October is here! With this 
month we have one of the biggest 
schedules of activities we have 
had in a long time here at Har-
ding. Last week, everyone was 
busy with pledge week, this week 
we are catching up in our studies, 
club football is underway, new 
members are getting oriented 
into club activities, and right in 
the middle Qf all of this Harding's 
annual Bjble· Lectureship is 
underway. 
That's not all, next week we 
have some of the greatest 
missionaries of the century 
coming to campUs along with 
over 1,000 others · for the 22nd 
World Missions Workshop. If 
that's not enough, the weekend 
after that, many of our friends 
and relatives will be coming to 
campus for all the activities that 
go along with Homecoming. 
And to top it all, teachers are 
actually going to have class this 
month! They are even going to 
give assignments, tests, and 
term papers and expect us to 
keep up.• 
I'm remind~ of a story in the 
newspapers that told bow a new 
Navy jet fighter shot itself. down. 
Flying at supersonic speeds, it 
ran into shells it had shot only 
seconds before. The jet was 
traveling so fast that it was 
running into its own line of fire. 
This touches a weakness that I 
have. Going at such a fast pace 
by being so busy ·in different 
activities that I shoot myself 
down spiritually. Many of the 
things I find myself doing would 
be "good" things; campaign 
meetings, devotionals, ,group 
Bible studies, helping people and 
many other things that "Jesus 
would do" and I would still see 
myself being shot down 
spiritually. 
I've always been fascinated 
when I look at Mark 1:35-39 and 
see Jesus put his own . personal 
relationship with His Father as a 
priority. Jesus has many "good" 
things he could have been doing. 
People were -waiting for him, 
wanting to be healed, wanting tp 
know more about Him and His 
Father, but Jesus had the 
wisdom to realize He needed the . 
strength He could receive only · 
from His Father. This came 
before anything else. 
Let's ~ke advantage of the 
lectureship, the workshop, 
devotionals, fellowshipping with 
ourfriends, our club brothers and 
sisters and reacquainting our-
selves · with old friends and 
relatives during. Homecoming 
weekend: Let's help and serve 
the people around us, but let's not 
put thOse things first and find 
ourselves saying "I don't have 
time" to read our Bibles and pl:"ay 
to entJance our personal · 
relationship with God. 
Saying "I don't have time" 
isn't a statement of fact but a 
judgment of value. Value the 
personal relationship you have 
access to with God. ·Let's slow 
down before, like the jet, we 
shoot ourselves down. 
Omega Phi to sponsor film 
Omega Phi social club is 
sponsoring · a benefit movie en~ 
litled "The Thing" Saturday, 
Oct. 24, in the Main Auditorium. 
Jan Smithey, president of the 
club said the benefit planned is an 
annual service project to help 
needy people in the Searcy area. 
The dub will be collecting 
canried goods, flour, sugar and 
other goods at the door, she said. 
"Also the admission price to 
Every Bride love$ • 
the movie goes for the purchase 
of any other food not collected," 
Ms. Smithey said. · 
The food gathered from the 
benefit will then be distributed by 
the club to families' homes one 
week before Thanksgiving Day, 
Smithey said. 
The movie. will be shown in the 
Main Auditorium of the Ad-
ministration Building at 10 p.m. 
Elaine's Bridal Shoppe 
. _ ....,. .,.~.,.,.,.,., .• , . .,_ 
300 N. Spring 
(Come in for your free gift.) 
Member Nali'onal 9rid'cii'ServiC:e" • • • ~ • • •··•· ·· · 
r--Ye are the Branches _____ _, 
LectureshiP ends toniorrow 
COLLEGE 
Harding's 58th Annaul Bible 
Lectureship continues through 
tomorrow afternoon on campus. 
Tonight's lecture at :College 
Church of Christ is on "The 
Victory of Love." The speaker 
will be Batsell Baxter. The 
lecture is at 7:30, and is 
preceeded at 7:00 by the Harding 
A Cappella. Chorus. Tomorrow 
classes begin at 8: 00 and run until 
3:30. The theme of the lec-
tureship is ·~Love One Another." 
CROSBY 
· · The Crosby Church of Christ .• 
meeting just off Highway 36 
West, about six miles from 
campus, will have a gospel 
m~ Oct. 25-28, with services 
at 7:30 each night. Sunday 
morning Bible study will begin at 
10 followed by worship at 10:45. 
Neale Pryor will be the speaker 
and David Partlow will lead 
singing. 
DOWNTOWN 
Wendell Winkler, director of 
the Brown Trail School of 
Preaching in Hurst, Texas, will 
hold a gospel meeting at the 
Downtown Church of Christ Oct. 
25-29. The theme for the lessons 
will be "Where are You Going?" 
Services will be at 8:15 a.m., 
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday 
and 7 p.m. · Moriday through 
Thursday. A bus. will leave .from 
in front of Stephens Hall ten 
minutes before each service. 
CLOVERDALE 
Cloverdale Church of Christ 
will begin an eight-week series. on 
the home this Sunday, Oct. 18, at 
the evening service. The Sunday 
m:orning series on the Holy Spirit 
is: still in progress. 
Debate team adds seven: new members 
The Harding Debate Team for 
this year is a mostly inex-
perienced team, but composed of 
"good worken> with a lot of 
potential," Dr. Pat Garner, 
forensics team coach, said. 
Only two of the nine member 
team returned to the team from 
last spring. The remaining seven 
have never participated in 
debate before. 
The two veterans are 
sophomores Jodee Hobbs and 
Philip Berry. New this year are 
freshmen Stanley Allen, 
Stephanie Isaacs, Jena Conrad, 
Gary Pennington,· 'Mike 
Narramore,. Jennifer Hartman 
and Cameron Spivey. 
The .team has so far par-
ticipated in two tournaments at 
Southwest Baptist University in 
Bolliver, Mo. and Oklahoma 
Christian College in Oklahoma 
City, Okla. Garner says these 
tournaments have been good 
experience for the green 
members. Their schedule calls 
for about 15 more tournaments 
hosted by various schools around 
the country. The team'!! next 
tourney is to be at ·western 
Kentucky University, Oct. 22-24. 
Collegiate debate teams debate 
. on national topics. This y~r's 
:topics are, "Resolved: That the 
federal government should 
significantly curtail the powers 
of labor unions in the U.S . .'' and 
"Resolved: That unauthorized 
immigration into the U.S. is 
seriously detrimental." These are 
the National Debate and Cross · 
Examination Debate Association 1 
topics respectively. 
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B~rrett says no known violat~ons 
took place during Pledge· week 
by Linda Ford · 
The Pledge Week commit~ 
appointed last spring by 
President Clifton Ganus to 
regulilte Pledge. Week activities 
will not meet to discuss· any 
violations of Pledge Week rules, 
according to Patty Barrett, 
acting Dean o( Women. 
"We didn't have anything 
{concerning Pledge Week) come 
up whatsoever," said :Ms. 
Barrett. 
The committee, which consists· 
of Dean of Men Eddie Campbell, 
three club sponsors, four club 
presidents and Ms. Barrett, was 
intended to meet if an incident 
was reported which violated 
University rules· governing 
Pledge Week. 
Ms: Barrett said that Pledge 
Week turned out well, but a 
couple of minor instances which 
. occurred Rough Night were 
reported. · 
"There are a couple of things 
that came up Rough Night," Ms. 
Barrett said, "One of them 
wouldn't involve the committee 
at all." I 
This incident concerned the 
complaint by a restaurant owner 
that a social club failed to cancel 
reservations they had made for 
Rough Night, Oct. 9. 
The second .incident which Ms. 
Barrett would not elaborate on, 
involved a club that "had some 
problems that we are working 
'Blackout' to feature talent 
of management, and Dr. Jim 
Henderson, assistant professor of 
accounting, are responsible for 
putting the show together. 
with them on." Ms. Barrett said 
that the reported incident was 
"nothing that requires any 
disciplinary action." And there 
was "no need to call on the 
committee," Ms. Barrett said; 
Ms. Barrett said that other 
members of the administration 
approved of the students' conduct 
last week. "Dean Altman and 
Dean Campbell told me that they 
felt like it was a good week. We 
are very pleased with the overall 
week. The pledges, clubs and 
faculty members are real 
'- pleased," Ms. Barrett said. 
Ms. Barrett said, "A lot of what 
we ate trying to change is the 
attitudes. (Pledgemasts and 
pledgemistresses) don't have to 
be militant and domineering over 
pledges. I think that is a lot of 
what people think is unchristian 
about Pledge Week." 
~·u will take a few years to 
change things,'' said Ms. Barrett, 
"But I think we made a step in 
getting Pledge Week back to the 
way it was originally intended to 
be." 
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Roughed;.Up Pledge by JIM BRADLEY 
This unidenti6able pledge awaits the ne:rt round of Rough Night 
activities. 
Auditions fbr "Blackout," the 
variety Homecoming talent 
show, will be Wednesday, Oct. 21, 
from 8:30 p.in. to 10 p.m. and 
Thursday, Oct. 22, from 7:30p.m. 
to 10 p.m. in the Main Auditorium 
of the Administration Building, 
said Dr. Bob Reely, coordinator 
of the show. · 
Audition forms can be picked 
up iri Dr. Jimmy Carr's office in 
the lobby of the Benson 
Auditorium, Thursday, Oct. 16. 
Accordi'ng to Dr. Reely, 
"Blackout" will consist of "rock, 
serious sol.Qs, country, 
imitations, comedy" and a 
variety of other student per-
formances. 
Tickets will be sold at Dr. 
Management center established 
Dr. Reely, assistant professor 
Carr's office in the Student 
Center and at the show. The 
admission price is 50 cents. 
'#III.IIIHIIIIIHl'IIII#Hh"'CHIIIIHIHHIIIIIHHH'IIHIIIIf 
HAIRDRESSER 
Daytime or evening services. 
Come or call 268-4951 . 208 N. Locust 
(Behind Holly Farms) 
A center for· Management 
' Excellence has been established 
by Harding University under the 
direction :of Dr. Bob Reely, 
associate professor of 
~nagement. 
The purpose of the center, 
according to Dr. Reelyt is to 
provide management aev~lop­
ment opportuni~ies for White 
County businesseS and industries 
in a Christian context. Some ·of 
the center's main objectives 
include teaching short term 
management courses for con-
tinuing education credit, 
strengthening relations between 
local business and Harding and 
providing increased job op-
portunities for Harding 
graduates. 
The curriculum for the courses 
will be adapted from both present 
-----COUPON----· ·- -COUPON ____ _ 
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' 
classroom materials and Advancement of Management, 
American Mana gem en t the coordination of the Sm'all 
Association tailored materials. Business Institute, the 
The' classes will take place in publication of a newsletter 
training classrooms of the containing articles about 
businesses and on campus, and management problems and 
they will deal with leaderShip principles and the establishment 
style, management by ob- of an interschool management 
jectives, problem solving, in- competition. 
terpersonal communication 
skills, motivational techniques 
and group dynamics. 
According to Dr. Reely, "Dr. 
Burks <Dr. David Burks, dean of 
the School of Business) has 
wanted to do this for a long time. 
It gives the staff a means of 
getting into the community and 
working with local business an~ 
industry. Hopefully it will grow 
and establish better relations 
between Harding and the com-
munity, an~ increase economic 
productivity." 
Dr. Reely said that also 
planned are the development of 
an annual Management 
Development Seminar at Har-
ding, the sponsorship of the local 
chapter of the Society for the 
Dr. Reely said, "To my 
knowledge there has been no 
interest in school competition in 
business simulation.'' Harding 
could be the host institute of an 
interschool competition at both 
the high school and college 
levels. 
Dr. Reely said that there will 
be plenty of room for student 
involvement in the center's 
activities . Students can par-
ticipate in and help plan the in-
terschool competitions. They can 
also contribute to the newsletter. 
By working thiough the Small 
Business Institute, students can 
analyze business problems and 
provide- recommendations for 
improvement. 
Wedding 
Invitations 
I ~ 
Many styles including those with 
photograph of the couple -. 
either color or black and white. 
HA·RDING PRESS 
Herman West, Printer 
Camp~• Ext. 3A1 
300 South Remington (South of Sears Dorm) 
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Mission forum, Oct. ·23-25, 
to honor four evangelists 
'Uncle' Barney devote_s life 
The 22rid Annual · Wor.ld · hearing speakers who have 
served as missionaries recount 
their experiences. 
to preaching, spreading Word 
Missions Workshop will be held 
on the Harding campus Oct. 23-
25, with topics centering around 
the theme, "Where In The 
World." 
This subject was chosen to help 
students interested in missions 
decide where they can best serve 
the Lord, said Dr. Carl Mitchell, 
co-director of the workshop. 
Held on the Harding campus 
for the first time in several years, 
the workshop is expected to draw 
Christian workers and 
missionaries from across ;the 
country, :rmchell said. 
One pu. ·pose of the workshop, 
Mitchell said, is to give students 
a chance to examine the various 
phases of mission work by 
A special portion of the 
workshop was also set aside to 
honor four distinguished 
miSsionaries whose combined 
experience in the mission field 
totals more than 300 years - Dr. 
George Benson,: J. C. 
Shewmaker, Barney Morehead 
and Dow Merritt. 
A special dinner will be held 
Saturday night to pay tribute to 
each of these men. Benson will 
present the keynote address. 
Mitchell said part of the 
schedule Saturday will allow 
each inan to reminisce about his 
experience in the country where 
he served. 
by Bill Gardner 
Barney Dallas Morehead has 
devoted a majority of his life to 
being a misSionary. 
J. C. Choate, publisher of a 1978 
biography of Morehead, entitled 
A Man With World Vision, called 
him a "genuine friend to all 
missionaries," while ·:Randy 
. Becton, who--prefaced the book, 
wrote, " 'Uncle' Barney's 
ministry has been a ministry of 
encouragement. He baa con-
sistently refused to center the 
activities of his life on lesser 
goals than the missionary task of 
the church." 
George Gurganus, author of 
the book, said the Lord put the 
jigsaw puzzle of Barney 
Morehead's life together, and 
J. D. Merritt recalls early 
mission struggles: in Zambia 
by Ginger Mabry 
How would you like to arrive at 
your new home --:: a grass hut -
in a mule cart? Would you like 
living 50 miles from the end of the 
nearest railway, making clay . 
bricks with which to build a 
house, and hunting in order to 
feed your hired servants? 
Missionary J. D. Merritt 
arrived in Sinde, Zambia in 1926, 
and faced such a situation. Along 
with Ray Lawyer (uncle of Virgil 
Lawyer, associate professor of 
history at Harding University), 
Merritt founded Kabanga 
Mission. 
At Kabanga; since they were 50 
miles out in the "bush," the 
missionaries had to make bricks 
out of clay in order to build 
buildings. ·They hired native 
workers at ten shillings, or about 
$2.50, per month. The wor~ers ate 
corn-meal porridge and pum-
pkins or sweet potatoes furnished 
by the missionaries, who also 
hunted in order to provide the 
workers with fresh meat. 
Grass huts were built for the 
missionaries' families, who came 
over the next year. Soon after the 
families arrived, the Lawyers' 
hut and all their goods were 
destroyed in a fire, as were the 
tires on the Model A Ford parked 
next to the hut. A few months 
later, Lawyer was killed in a 
freak hunting accident when he 
fell on a native spear. 
Eventually, several missions 
were established, and schools 
were begun at each in order to 
educate the people so they could 
read the Bible for themselves. 
The school at Kabanga was 
begun with 12 students - all boys 
-ranging in age from 14 to 18. It · 
eventually grew to as many as · 
100 boys . Mrs. Myrtle Rowe 
began a. school tor girls at nearby 
Kalomo, wilh six students. She 
soon had 18 or 20. Now these two 
schools have combined into a 
high school 'fith 2G0-300 students 
at Namwianga Mission. Several 
students have graduated from or 
transferred to Harding 
University from this high school. 
When asked what the hardest 
thing about going into a new 
country was, Merritt replied, 
"Learning the language. I was 
too old to go. I was 31. It's hard 
for a 31-year-old man to learn a 
new language. Citonga has nine 
cases and about as many sub-
cases (in its generic structure)." 
Other difficulties included the 
lack of available supplies and 
news. "In Ute beginning it took at 
least a month to get a letter," 
J.D. Merritt 
Merritt said. "Now with air mail 
it only takes about· a wee}(. 
Getting food· and medical sup-
plies was a problem, too." 
Among the obstacles ·to 
progress and the spread of 
Christianity in Africa .was-is 
witchcraft. The people believe in 
spirits, especially spirits of the 
dead. When a person dies, he is 
buried in the yar" or sometimes 
in his house. Years later, these 
old village sites make good 
places to plant a garden, but the 
, people are still afraid of the 
spirits buried there. They often 
dig up a grave, then go_ to a witch 
doctor in order to seek protection 
from the spirit. 
There are many African 
customs which are different from 
those in America. For example, 
when a girl is married in Africa, 
she usually has no say in the 
matter. Often her family will 
give her to whoever offers the 
·most for her. 
Customs or traditions· in 
churches are different as well. In 
many African congregations, the 
people sit on the floor instead of 
on pews· or chairs. The gospel 
invitation is never formally of· 
fered as it is in America; ''People 
would come forward because 
they thought you wanted them to; 
and to please you," Merritt said. 
VVorship services are 
sometimes held ~mtside, either by 
choice or out of necessity. "After 
an elephant stampede crushed 
one church building, we met 
under the trees,"· Merritt 
recalled. 
"People were baptized in 
rivers and streams," he said. 
"During the dry s~son when the 
rivers were low, we'd just find a 
deep hole in the river. The people 
called them all 'Jordan.' Once I . 
remember a man so tall that I 
had to have him sit down on the 
river bottom, then lie all the way 
down in order to baptize him, the 
water was so low." 
When asked if he would like to 
-go back to Africa, Merritt gave 
an emphatic "Yes!" but added, 
"I'm old; I've got high blood 
pressure, and medicine is still 
hard to get there.'' .His ties to 
Africa are still strong, however, 
Merritt's son, Roy, is in Africa 
now, and Merritt's first wife and 
one child are buried in Zambia. 
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indeed there have been pieces to 
fit together. Morehead's parents 
died when he was i2, and as an 
orphan, he was shuffled from 
·relative to relative. At the age of 
'15, he was baptized by VVilburn 
Derryberry, preacher at 
Columbia, Tenn., in a brush 
arbor church . 
As a young man, Morehead 
worked for Southwestern :SOOk 
, Company and .McQuiddy 
P\lblishing of Nashville, Tenn., 
and also sold subscriptions for 
the Gospel Advocate. · 
Eventually he attended David 
Lipscomb College. Lipscomb 
President H. Leo Boles was a 
positive thinker, and helped 
instill this . quality into 
Morehead's own life. In 1922, 
Claude Hall, a teacher at Lip-
scomb, looked at him in class one 
day and said, "You are going to 
preach.'' 
Morehead said it was the 
middle of the week, and Hall's 
statement didn't really sink ~n. 
But on Saturday he was a.;ked, or 
"drafted," to preach on Sunday. 
Hall was the only full-time 
preacher in the area at that time, 
with other congregations using 
part-time ministers. 
After this sermon, the Gospel 
Advocate reported that 
Morehead had "filled in" for 
Hall. Many preaching offers 
followed this exposure. 
About this time two things 
happened to change Morehead's 1 
life: he met J. M. McCaleb, 
missionary to Japan, and he met 
and married Nellie Hertzka. 
McCaleb was a quiet, 
unassuming man who thought a 
lot ~nd spoke in a soft tone. 
Something about him gave 
Morehead the desire to spread 
the Word, and in 1925 the 
Moreheads were on their way to 
Japan to do mission work. On 
board their ship was a couple who 
woUld become lifelong friends: 
the George Bensons. 
In 1930 a decision was made by 
Morehead, with a lot of en-
couragement from E._ A. Rhodes, 
fellow missionary, to return to 
the· States and become a 
missionary in his own culture by 
promoting missions work and 
getting others to go overseas. 
In 1935 Morehead found in 
Proverbs 29:18 the idea of "world 
vision.'' He helped find editors; 
writers, subscribers and 
financial supporters, and began 
publishing World V~sion 
magazine. After 'n years, he 
decided to discontinue 
publication because of the 
financial burden, and because of 
the publicity given tQ world 
missions by other brotherhood 
n!i"llhl-1-na.Hn~ 
Barney Morehead 
During this time, Morehead 
also published A Missionary 
Pictorial and served as cir-
culation manager of Con_tact, a 
mission periodical produced by 
Otis Gatewood. 
For the last 45:years, Morehead 
has urged every returning 
missionary to write books about 
their mission work in order to 
help stimulate interest in 
missions. He encouraged J. D. 
Merritt, Afric_an missionary, to 
write his experiences, and even 
raised $12,000 to get Merritt's Tbe 
Dew Breakers published. He also 
helped . Myrtle Rowe find a 
publisher for her book, 
Silhouettes of Life. 
Morehead stated that ·in 50 
years of traveling for the Lord, 
he has been to over 4,000 chur-
ches and spent about 50 percent 
of his time on the road. A 
bookstore, run by his wife, has 
helped them make a living. 
When asked what hethoughtthe 
greatest threat to mission ·work 
todayis,Morehead,84,saidthere 
are many tools the deyil is using. 
"One of the greatest things is that 
good Christians, good people, 
become complacent," he said. 
"People dori't get excited over 
mission work any more. They 
feel Matthew 28: 19 is not binding · 
on us today because the world 
has already been evangelized.'' 
Many of the characteristics one 
sees in Morehead's life are those 
possessed by Paul, Peter, James 
and John as well as others in the 
Bible. Ultimately these qualities 
are but reflections of the one who 
is the "author and finisher of: our 
faith.'' The priorities of Barney 
Morehead's life truly make him a 
man with world vision. 
Peppeuoine· Urliuer-lsit.v 
School o.J= Lacv 
wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus 
to speak with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education. 
To arrange an interview or to attend a group session, contact 
the office listed below. . · 
Date: Thur1day, 
Oct. 29, 1911 
Contact: Car-r Planning 
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Dr. Benson dedicates a lifetime of serVice-to God 
by Jon Woodroof 
The decision to devote his life 
to GOO came early in the life of 
Dr. GeorgeS. Bttnson, president 
of Harding University for 29 
years and founder-president of 
the National Education 
Program. · 
"I decided when I was still in 
high school that I was going to 
devote my entire life to the work 
of the Lord," said Benson. "I 
didn't know where or what it 
woold be, but I knew ·that was 
what I was goirig to do. 
''In college I began reading and 
studying to decide what I wanted 
to do," he continued, "and I 
decided mission work was the 
most needy fieid. We didn't have · 
at that time as many 
missionaries as I've got fingers 
on my hands. · 
"I started reading books to . 
decide what country I'd go to, 
and I found we had no mission 
work in China, yet nearly one-
fourth of the world's population 
was there. So I decided that was 
the place most needed." 
Benson left for China in Sep-
tember 1925, completely un-
prepared for the enormous task 
of spreading the good news of 
Jesus in a foreign land. He didn't 
know the language, Chinese 
history or people. For the first 
four years, things didn't go well. 
Contemporary methods of 
evangelism were not working. 
"We saw the methods that 
were being used," said Benson. 
"What they did was to establish a 
home, study the language and 
make any converts they could. As 
soon as they had a convert who 
was able to tell the story of the 
Dr. George Benson 
gospel, he was put on American 
pay and s'ent out to preach. I saw 
this method was not working 
well. · 
"So I talked with Methodists, 
Baptists, Presbyterians, Pen-
tecostals and Quakers who had 
been in China for 20, 30 and 40 
years, and most of them were 
using that method. The older 
missionaries all complained 
about the results, because it 
wasn't working. 
"The only group I fourid that 
was not using that method were 
the Quakers, and they were 
getting along better thany any of 
the others. They were more 
impressive, . rated better it 
seemed with the Chinese people, 
.and were in no arguements with 
theit own converts. There was a 
very decided difference in the 
way the Quakers were going 
about mission work and the way 
everyone else was going about it. 
And the difference had to do with 
support of the native preachers. 
"Mter four years of floun-
dering, I was offered the job of 
teaching English in the Sun Yat-
Sen University for a year, and I 
took it. This put me in touch for 
the first tim~ with a group of 
educated Chinese. The upper 
class is hard to get acquainted 
wi~, and the educators are in the 
top class. . 
"t began for the first time to 
r~lly understand China~ I got 
acquainted with the facts of their 
various classes and their at-
titudes toward foreigners. And I 
learned that the attitude toward 
foreigners was very 'un-
complimentary.'' 
Mter learning that it was 
unproductive for native 
preachers to be supported with 
foreign funds, Benson adopted a 
long-range program which he 
believed would correCt that 
problem - and it did. 
"The Chinese people ~anted to 
learn English very much," he 
said, "so I started an English 
finishing : school. . I was soon 
making friends, breaking down 
barriers and getting to people. 
"Then I started the Canton 
Bible School, and I made it 
known in the Canton English 
School that if you'd like to study 
in the Bible School, you could get 
your tuition free, but you'd have 
to use the Bible as the textbook; 
So . they began coming over. 
Pretty soon we baptized the man 
who was boss of all the Chinese· 
employees in the American 
Embassy in Canton, and his two 
brothers and their friends. 
. "Men like ~ came through 
the Canton Bible School, and we 
taught them geography, history, 
· English and mathematics. We 
required an equivalent of a fourth 
grade education or more to enter 
the Bible School, and we kept 
them four more years. An eighth 
grader in a country where 80 
percent of the people can neither 
read nor write is a pretty well-
educated person. Now he is able 
to start a little school, take in 
students, and charge them 
tuition. 
"Now he is an educator, a quite 
popular guy, receiving his in-
come from his students, and 
teaching them about the God of 
the heavens. He isn't talking 
about foreigners at all, and 
consequently, he's soon baptizing 
people. That's the way we · 
worked in China." 
Although he had committed his 
life to mission work; Benson left 
China in July 1936 after being 
selected president of Harding 
College. The decision was . dif-
ficult, Benson 8aid, but while in 
China, the Bensons had been 
joined by other missionary 
families: Mr. and Mrs. Lewis 
Oldham, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell 
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Whit-
field. 
''Wewanted more missionaries 
for China, and we didn't have 
more than a dozen families on 
mission fields everywhere. So 
Brother Oldham !!!\id to me, 
'Don't you thirik you might get 
more missionaries for China by 
going back to Harding than you 
can get by staying here?' 
"I finally decided that made 
sense, so I came back," Benson 
said. "And then for the next 20 
years there were more 
missionaries going from Harding 
College to foreign fields than 
probably from all other Christian 
institutioM combined. 
Bemon has suppatted mission 
work throughout his long and 
productive life. He has sold his 
hom~ to raise money for 
missions; he has taken out loans 
as high as $50,000 to help 
missions, and he has raised 
money for most other Christian 
colleges and universities in the 
United States, which in turn are 
training missionaries. 
At age 83, Benson still main-
tains an office on the Harding 
campus, and puts in a five-day 
workweek while serving as 1981 
chairman of the elders at College 
Church of Clirist. During most of 
1981, he also served as acting 
president of Alabama Christian 
College in Montgomery, Ala. In 
May he received the Horatio 
Alger Honor Medal in a 
ceremony at Hershey, Pa. 
Maintaining a pace that many 
younger persons would find 
demanding is nothing new for 
George Benson; he has been 
c;ioing it a long time. 
Shewmaker combines educating and evangelizing 
by Tony Bono The early years of his Afr~can 
J. C. Shewmaker has been a work were done in what he called 
school teacher most of his :life. "the ·bush" or outlying areas. 
For 38 years he taught in There, comforts such as indoor 
Christian and public schools of running water, electric lights, oil 
Northern and Southern Rhodesia lamps and indoor plumbing were 
(now Zambia and Zimbabwe) in almost nonexistent. 
Mrica. The natives lived and worked 
Two weeks after Shewmaker at these schools for two four-
arrived in Northern Rhodesia, he month terms and then returned 
became the principal of a. to their villages. For the balance 
Christian elementary school at of the year they attended classes 
Sinde, which is about 20 rriiles four hours per day and also 
from Livingstone. He accepted worked in the school fields four 
this position even though unable hours per day. 
to speak the native tongue, In the beginning years of the 
Citongan .. He admits that it school, students did not pay for 
wasn't easy. their education. Later, students 
"I taught Bible the first year by were charged two dollars for 
using an interpreter, and the each faur-month session. 
interpreter many times didn't Shewmaker was principal of 
understand what I was saying. It the Sinde school until 1946, when 
wasn't long before I was hearing he moved to an elementary 
him making mistakes. I don't school at Namwianga. His 
know what he was saying before I purpose was to establish an 
could understand him." · elementary facility for European 
~------~-----------------------, I 
I 
I 
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(white) children. Before the 
school began in 1951, the children 
of evangelists and teachers were 
being taught by their mothers at 
home. 
Shewmaker also .taught at the 
native elementary and at the 
high school which began in 1965. 
"We taught the basics, but the 
Bible was the main subject 
taught." 
In 1967 - after 17 years -
Shewmaker closed the European 
school at Namwianga ~cause of 
an impending ·political conflict. 
He then moved to Bulawayo, 
Southern Rhodesia, where he 
taught scripture at the govern- 1 
ment schools. Southern Rhodesia 
bad made Bible teaching a 
requirement for their public 
schools. This gave Shewmaker 
the opportunity to teach both high 
school and elementary school 
classes. He worked there for ten 
years before returning to 
America in 1977. 
Shewmaker explained that 
changing the natives required 
time. It's not a speedy process: 
"It requires patient teaching 
year after year, line up()n line, 
precept upon precept. The 
natives of the 'bush' have a form 
of religion in which they worship 
the spirits ·or their forefathers; 
superstition constitutes most of 
it. They have a different concept 
J. C. Shewmaker 
of God: they believe in spirits; 
they don't believe in (me GOO, but 
they do believe in a super spirit in 
some way. I never did quite 
understand it. 
Shewmaker became , a 
Christian in 1912 at the age of 13. 
He was born on a farm in 
Paragould, Ark., to a third 
generation Christian family and 
his education was obtained at 
,.1 ,.,. S'f""!"j Tft.,(?i: ~ · od 
Ultra-thin ftt~o 
for the 
• • 
uftimaft in fasliU»£. 
Christian schools beginning at 
the1 Christian academy in 
Paragould. At David LipscQmb 
Academy in Nashville, Tenn., 
Shewmaker heard a speech given 
by an evangelist from New 
England. It was this speech 
which inspired him to move 
overseas. 
In 1924 Shewmaker transferred 
to Harding Academy, studied at 
Harding College and graduated 
with a B.A. in education and 
mathematics in 1930. He met and 
married Joyce Copeland while at 
Harding and·after graduation he 
began teaching elementary 
school in Wiseman, Ark. He spent 
three years teaching at Enola, 
Ark., and was also superin-
tendent of a consolidated district 
at Guy, Ark. 
But then Shewmaker decided 
to meet the need for evangelism 
in Mrica. "There were a few 
going," he said~ "I remember the 
Sunday morning before we were 
tosail. WewereinNewYork; we 
had a six-month-old child who 
was ill, and we had very little 
money. George Benson raised a 
hundred dollars that Sunday and 
gave it to us. Four other young 
working men discovered our 
need and donated the rest. When 
we boarded ship, our child was 
well, we had our tickets, and $500 
in the barik. We went to Africa 
without any promise of financial 
support, but God supplied it." 
. When asked what he would say 
to someone considering overseas 
work, he said, "I would say what 
Jesus said, 'Lift up your eyes and 
look upon the fields, they are 
white for harvest.' Someone said 
years ago, "The light that shines 
the farthest is the one that's 
brightest.' " 
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Endlessly Rocking 
by La~ra L. Brown 
Mosquito freedom 
What is freedom? It depends on 
your perspective. 
I was upstairs in the library the 
other day, sitting beside a win-
dow and reading some poems of 
Marianne Moore. Nearly 1:00, a 
class demanded my presence. 
But I liked what I was reading, 
and I liked the hush of the stacks 
around me, and I liked the way 
the light from the window 
splayed across the page, and I 
didn't want to leave. 
I looked out the window toward 
the building I didn't want to go to, 
and my gaze fell on a mosquito 
caught in a spider web o~ the 
other side of the glass. 
It looked like a cobweb, dusty 
and broken. But several tiny 
white bundles enclosing dead 
insects hinted that a spider lived 
somewhere nearby. 
The web shackled only the 
mosquito's feet,but that kept his 
whole being imprisoned. He tried 
to get away, jerking first one leg 
and then another, then straining 
backwards with his whole body to 
fly away from the wqtdow. 
He stopped. I imagined I could 
see him heaving with exhaustion, 
his energy spent on the toil of 
saving his life. He struggled 
again, failed again, rested again. 
Something occurred to me. 
I would have defined freedom 
as being able to stay by the 
window and read until the shafts 
of light slanted too dim to see by.-
Leaving the window was an 
obligation, a burden. 
But the mosquito would have 
found freedom in leaving the 
window. Staying by the window 
represented more than a burden: 
it could mean death. 
I got up to go to class, feeling a 
little guilty at abandoning the 
mosquito, wishing I could stay at 
the window too. Neither of us 
enjoyed what we had to do; each 
of us envied what the other had. 
I went to my class, and to the 
class after that, and then home. 
After taking care of the af-
ternoon's responsibilities, I came 
back to the place where I wanted 
to be, to the window with the 
poems. 
The mosquito had apparently 
broken loose. He was gone, and 
there was no new bundle, only a 
filament of the web ruffled by the 
breeze. 
He struggled through and 
found his freedom. I did what I 
had to do and got what I wanted, 
too. Two different perspectives 
produced two different 'desires. 
But the same solution - ac-
cepting our obligations -
brought the same reward, the 
achievement of those desires. 
StateCofC 
elects Tucker 
Lott Tucker, director of 
finance, has been voted to a 
three-year term on the Board of 
Directors of the Arkansas State 
Chamber of Commerce.', 
Named in balloting conducted 
by mail among the State 
Chamber membership, Tucker 
will take office Nov. 2 during the 
State Chamber's 53rd An-
niversary meeting in Hot 
Springs. 
"I am extremely happy to have 
this opportunity to serve on the 
state level as I have on the local 
level," said Tucker, who was 
president of the Searcy Chamber 
in 1970 and has served many 
terms on the Searcy Board. 
The State Chamber of Com-
merce serves business and in-
dustry in Arkansas and en-
courages industrial growth in the 
state. 
Hayes 
Typewriter Co. 
We are ready to serve 
your needs as we have 
for the past 23 years. 
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Campuses fall victim. to hoax 
A recent runtor circulating 
among college campuses is 
costing students a lot of money. 
The. rumor is all part of a long 
story concerning a statement 
allegedly made by actor Burt 
Reynolds. on a TV talk show. The 
bottom line of the whole situation 
is that 'people believe they can 
make free long distance phone 
calls by charging the dills to a 
credit card nwnber ~Y believe 
is Reynolds' . 
The sad part of this promise of 
free phone calls is that not any 
part of it is true. Burt Reynolds 
denies ever giving out the 
number, the phone company 
verifies that the number being 
used is not Reynolds', and 
students· who make these often 
very expensiv.e calls are being 
billed for them. 
University of Central Arkansas 
is believed to have been the nrst 
state campus to have fallen 
victim to the hoax. University of 
Arkansas and Arkansas State 
have also followed suit. 
Local phone company officials 
said they know of no Harding 
students being involved. 
Bob Sells of Southwestern 
Bell's public relations office in 
Little 'Rock said"lhe . story is not 
valid. He expressed sympathy 
for students who have made. 
several expensive calls, but said 
the phone company . can do 
nothing to help them. 
Sells said that the calls will be 
traCed to receive payment.' Sells 
said the nwnber being used is a 
non-existent credit card number. 
However, The Echo, UCA's 
paper, attributed the number to a 
·Missouri Bell customer. 
Whatever the source of the 
number, the rumor is rampant. 
Sells said one person will hear of 
it, make several calls to different 
states and spread the problem 
even more. 
According to the story in Th«f 
Echo, it may take months tQ 
str~ighten out the mess and trace 
.an the calls. 
Student fund established 
A student emergency fund has 
been instigated in conjunction 
with Tri-Kappa and · Kappa 
Sigma social clubs and the 
Student Association. 
"Basically the purpOse of this 
fund will be to give to students 
who have a need, such as a 
severe illness," said Tri-Kappa 
member Sue Coker. "This way, if 
a student needs help there is 
money readily available, without 
h11ving to appeal to the student 
body." 
The basic problem of in-
stigating such a fund is that of 
administration; "In order to 
solve this an equal nwnber of 
members from the SA Executive 
Committee, Tri-Kappa and 
Kappa Sigma will. be meeting 
together to set up the criteria to 
be used in administering the 
funds," said Student Association 
President, Greg York. 
Although the fund is se.t up in 
conjunction with Tri-Kappa and 
Kappa Sigma other clubs are 
encouraged to contribute, either 
through specific activities or 
individually. 
''For ·clubs without a specific 
service project this is an ex-
cellent way to ·help a fellow 
student," said Coker. 
The responsibility of Tri-Kappa 
and Kappa Sigma will be to 
monitor the fund and encourage 
other clubs to participate. As 
instigators of the fund they will 
not sponsor a specific · project 
each year unless the amount 
warrants it. 
In order for a student to obtain 
money from the emergency fund, 
the situation must be brought to 
the SA's attention and be voted on 
by a special committee. 
The initial deposit to the 
student emergency fund will 
come directly from the proceeds 
of a car wash sponsored by Tri-
Kappa and Kappa Sigma on Oct. 
24. 
Coker said tickets may be 
purchased from any club 
member for $2. The car wash will 
be located in the College Church 
of Christ parking lot from 10 a.m. 
till 2 p.m. 
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Garfunkel's latest effort showS true artistry, creativity 
by Randy Anthony 
"Scissors Cut" 
Art Garfunkel <Columbia) 
If ever one should find need for 
~ concise scale upon which to 
place and evaluate popular 
music, then perhaps the tripolar 
scale of technical, intellectual 
and emotional quality will suf-
fice. The consumer is curr~ntly 
confronted with a large body of 
artists. who .vary widely ac-
cording to both the emphasts they 
place and the degree of mastery 
achieved on each of these poles. 
Supertramp, for instance, 
presents the listener with im-
peccable technique ana oc-
casionally compelling• in-
tellectual content, but they 
remain coldly aloof from their 
art. If the intellectu.al is 
overemphasized, then the result, 
vacant of emotion and negligent 
of technique, can be boring 
<Jackson Browne's early work is 
a good example). Punk rock 
seeks, on the o.ther hand, ~ 
deliver an intellectual message 
by greatly emphasizing: emotion 
over technique. The most darkly 
huiQorous moments occur when 
somebody fails . grandly on all 
STATE FARM 
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three counts - case in .point 
being the revolting technique, 
vacuous intellect, and perverse 
emotion of Ted Nugent. 
All that is said. to say this: 
when a musician · cari achieve 
mastery and balance of all three 
aspects of his art, presenting 
technical excellence, disciplined 
intellect and sincere emotion, the 
result is inevitably pleasing. 
So. it is with Art Garfunkel's 
latest endeavor, "Scissors Cut."· 
Over his four previous albums, 
Garfunkel has maintained 
standards far above . his hit~. 
singh~-and-run peers, producing· 
at least one unheralded classic in 
"Watermark," his 1978 collection 
of Jimmy Webb epics. On the new 
LP he maintains these standards 
and reprises and expands upon 
subjed matter confronted on 
earlier albums. 
Other sources have praised this 
album highly by focusing upon 
the. consistently masterful 
production. It is true that 
"Scissors Cut," as much as any 
of Garfuilkel's albums, is an 
aural experience, filled 'with 
dense layers of s.ound and rich 
instrumental and vocal textures. 
. Garfunkel surrounds himself 
with · ta.ented producers, 
arrangers. and musicians, and: 
gives them the room tO express 
their abilities and support his 
efforts. But the approach of some 
is to act as if it doesn't matter 
what Garfunkel sings as long as 
he approaches iUn this manner. 
True, Garfunkel is an excellent 
technician - as ,consummate as 
they come. But he realizes very 
well that the . means cannot 
justify the end. Fine production 
without songs of equal quality is 
so much "sound and fury, 
signifying nothing.'' 
Thus, Garfunkel builds his 
foundation with his songs. Being 
an interpreter, his songs must 
have substance if they are to lend 
themselves to success .on any 
level, Indeed, they are ctnripos~ 
of sophisticated musical struc-
tures and ; lyrics ranging from 
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touching and vulnerable . to ur- . 
bane to vengeful and strong. 
They are very personal ex-
positions .concerning relation-
ships, hopes and affectations. 
They invariably ring true. 
As _usual, Garfunkel utilizes 
Record Reviews 
Jimmy Webb often, here on three 
cuts .(the title song; ·"In Cars" 
and "That's All I've Got to Sat") 
which, -not coincidentally, 
represent the album's finest 
moments. But Webb isn't .Gar-
funkel's .only muse. Other strong 
contributions come from Benn)' 
Gallagher and ·Graham Lyle, 
Clifford T. Ward and Jules 
Shears, a ·brainy L.A. punkster. 
All their compositions are faith-
fully rendered and enhanced by 
the studio work of Garfunkel:and 
his cO-producer, Roy Halee. '<In 
one case, a song succeeds due to 
such efforts - "Bright Eyes," 
remixed from the "Watership 
Down" soundtrack.) 
But Garfunkel plays his trump 
card in his own performance. His 
silky, ·expressive voice rises to 
meet and compliment the quality 
of every song. Though he wrote 
none of this album, he grasps 
every. nuance· of every song, 
bringing it forth, laying it bare 
for the listener. There are no 
doubts as to his sincerity, for h~ 
is convincing across a full range 
of emotion. Art Garfunkel raises 
his voice not simply as a musical · 
artisan, but as a human being, 
and, by allowing that gap of 
vulnerability, has placed. himself 
across the border into the 
netherland where technique 
fuses with intellect and emotion ,. 
to create true artistry. 
Grade: A 
"KooKoo" 
. Debora,h Harry <Chrysalis) 
Deborah Harry's · much 
heralded solo outing' is really just 
another leg of her jo(lrney up-
town from CBGB's to Studio 54 
·and the world of the ultracool. 
This record is muCh fresher than 
last year's self-conscious Blondie 
offering, "Autoamerican," but 
the credit for that goes to 
producers Nile Rodgers and 
Bernard Edwards of Chic,' who 
alSo wrote half the songs. Their 
unfailing pop sensibilities kept 
Harry's weird excesses largely iri 
check, allowing the emergence of 
several impressive tracks of 
white funk. But Harry hasn't . 
sting anything with conviction for 
two years, and such imincerity 
shoots the album down after 
repeated listening&. 
Grade: B- · 
"Pretenders Ii" 
The Pretenders <Sire) 
Chrissie Hynde is a feminist of 
Sorts in that she is a strong and 
independent woman1 but she is 
one that both sexes can respect, 
for she feelS no need to harp upon 
and defend her position. She is 
far past that - she uses her. 
·status, instead, as an operational, 
base. Hynde· makes it quite ob-
vious that she has no use for 
anyone 'who can't accept that 
•(checkout "Pack It Up"). Hynde 
is one of the best song writers 
working- today and has a far 
reaching range of performance. 
She is one of very few female 
rackers who doesn't come across 
'as an emasculated Mick Jagger. 
Adding to· this the muscular 
playing of the rest of the 
Pretenders <drummer Martin 
Chambers stands out) has 
produced ~n album of innovative 
song structures, wry humor and 
revealing psycholoP'ical · twists 
packed into some of the most 
seething rock and roll to emerge 
this. year;· 
Grade: A. 
"Bella Donna" 
Stevie Nicks (Modem) 
The world according to 
Stephanie~ Nicks must be a 
magical place, but while she's up 
on her higher level of cosmic 
awareness, communing with the 
spirits and getting in touch with 
her karma, the rest of us are 
down here slugging it out with 
reality and don't find h~r visions 
very amusing. ln more musical 
terms, Ms. Nicks' music 
separated from the disciplinary 
hand of Fleetwood Mac <tran-
slated Lindsay Buckingham) is 
just so much Southern Califor-
nian introspection. The only time 
her mellowness manages to 
. muster some genuine excltement 
is under the tutelage of Tom 
Petty, who puts her through the 
motions of his "Stop Draggin' My 
Heart Around." The resti of the 
album vacillates between 
competence and boredom. 
Grade: C 
-~ · Movie .Review · 
~· · by David Ullom 
~ :-
Belushi.plays different role 
I never relillY cared that much 
for John Belushi in films. I mean, 
he· was funny in "Animal House" 
and "The Blues Brothers;" but, 
let's face it, the characters of 
Bll)to Blutarsky and Jake Blues, 
however funny, just didn't show 
that much :of Belushi's .acting 
ability. He has nevej- been given 
much of a chance to really act. 
Until now. . 
In " Continental Divide'T · 
Belushi plays· top investigative 
reporter Ernie Souchak for the , 
Chicago Sun-Times. After a run-
in with two thugs disguised as 
policemen, Souchak is put 
temporarily out of commission. 
Worried that he will fall prey to 
such an attack a second time, his 
assistant editor sends him to 
Wyo~ing to do a story on NelJ 
Porter, the Eagle. Lady of the 
Rockies .<Blair Brown). 
But it is a reluctant Souchak 
that finds himself . on a 
treacherous trek to iliterview the 
Eagle Lai:ly. After a very close 
~counter with a couple of bears 
and a few literally cliffhanging 
experiences, Souchak finally 
reaches his destination~ Posing 
as a lost hiker, he sp~nds the , 
night in Nell's cabin. 
Unfortunately, it is an equally 
reluctant Nell that Souchak finds 
at the breakfast table in · the 
morning. It seems that ·she 
wishes to be left alone to study 
her eagles. And it also seems that 
she has an extreme dislike for 
reporters. 
What begins as mutual dislike 
for each other, eventually 
transforms into a mutual ap-
preciation for each other. 
Souchak finds himself involved 
with Nell.'s love for nature, and 
Nell finally permits Souchak to 
do a story on her. 
Souchak accompanies Nell to 
the eagles' nest and the two share 
adventures which draw them 
closer together. But the time 
arrives for Souchak to return to 
Chicago. And it seems as if the 
two won't meet again until .... 
"Continental Divide" is a very 
entertaining film. John Belushi 
displays a talent for handling a 
meatier role than his two 
previous efforts. Blair Brown 
handles her role as Nell in a 
totally believable fashion. And 
the photography is stunningly 
beautiful. 
Directed by Michael Apted 
"Coal Mlner's Daughter", 
"Continental Divide" is a well-
·made film, even down to its 
satisfying, but a bit unusual, 
conclusion. It has neither an 
underlying statement nor a great 
• . , ·!./ , ·. ··: , .• ·. :~;:.g~~~ · -~~.~~-~~~ly 
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Bison turnovers coniributed to 34-14loss to Tech 
The Bisons took it on the chin 
last Saturday night as they fell to 
the Arkansas Tech University 
Wonder Boys, 34-14, at Alumni 
Field. In what could be t;ernied as 
the plague of the turnovers, the 
Bisons committed seven of the 
errors, five of which resulted in 
Wonder Boy scores. 
The Bisons started the game 
off with an impressive drive but 
fizzled near the goal line. Star-
ting from their own 2~yard line, 
the Black and Gold marched to 
the ATU nine where they found a 
stubborn Wonder Boy defense 
and the drive stalled. A Steve 
Hunter 25-yard field goal went 
wide and the Wonder Boys took 
over at their 20. On the first play 
of the drive, Arkansas -Tech 
tailback Greg Jefferson took the 
ball off the right tackle and 
outran everyone for an 80-yard · 
scoring jaunt. Alan Blanckard 
converted the extra point and .the 
Wonder Boys took a quick 7-o 
lead. 
The next two drives for the 
Bisons resulted in fumbles. The 
second turnover of the two 
produced an eventual score for 
Arkansas Tech. Mter recovering 
Tony McCoy's fumble on the 
Tech 37-yard line, the Wonder 
Boys took the ball straight into 
the endzone. Blanckard 
culminated the drive with a 37-
yard field goal, putting A TU up 
by 10..0. 
On the next Tech drive, 
Blanckard kicked another tliree 
pointer .. Spurred by a 67-yard run 
off the left tackle by runningback 
Carlton Moragne, the Wonder 
Boys drove to the 'Harding 15, 
Sports Spectrum A 
- ... r.. - ... ,r----------
~ ) by Ken Bissell 
Money, not competition, 
is object in pro sports 
Have you ever met -a situation 
in which you were so tired of 
hearing something so much that 
·you just wanted to crack anyones 
ribs if they mentioned it? Well, 
that's the way I feel about 
professional sports as a whole 
these days. Every time I hear 
something about some 
professional sport, it's degrading 
to the name of the sport and 
makes the amateur aspect of the 
event swirl down the drain. 
It seems as if the athletic world 
is made up of numbers and signs; 
Digits and dollar signs to be more 
precise. Every time I open the 
sports page of a daily 
newspaper, some article talks 
about how Joe Jock just signed a 
five year, multi-million dollar 
contract or a life-time contract 
worth $30 million. No one can 
convince me that any athlete is 
worth that much money doing 
something that is more like a 
hobby than a job. 
I remember how my dad woUld 
always say that he would rather 
watch a college football game 
any day of the week over a 
professional game. I never knew 
why and I couldn't understand 
what the difference· was in 
professional and amateUr sports. 
Now I understand exactly whai 
be meant by that. In professional 
sports, the name of the game is 
more money. 1'his is proven by 
the walk-out in baseball this past 
summer and the enormous 
salaries that the big name stars 
draw. If the owners have the big 
names, they draw more gate 
receipts and in turn can buy more 
and better players. 
Amateur sports is completely 
different. The name of the game 
is competition for those who do 
not earn any money for their 
performances. Even in college 
sports with scholarship in-
centives, the competition aspect 
is the main reason that the 
athlete puts in extra hours to 
improve his ability. Probably 
less than five per cent of the 
amateur athletes are good 
enough to go on to collegiate 
careers and less than five per-
cent of those who perform in 
college go on to a professional 
career. 
I personally feel that someday 
amateur athletics will be ob-
solete and some kind of salary 
will be given to even the high 
school athlete. The rule saying 
that anyone who is paid a salary 
to participate in sports cannot be 
an Olympian will be lifted. All 
that will exist in sports will be a 
lot of contracts with lots of 
clauses. I certainly hqpe that this 
won't happen. If it does, we will 
have lost one of the greatest 
opportunities offered to mankind 
-the chance to earn self-esteem 
through our performance against 
man and nature . without having 
to earn reany anything else .. 
where Blackard booted a 32-yard 
field goal. The Wonder Boys were 
up, 13-0. · 
McCoy returned Blackard's 
kickoff 36 yards to the Bison 41. 
Mter James Joyce picked up four 
yards on first down and McCoy 
earned on on second down, Bison 
quarterback Kyle Blickenstaff 
threw an interception to 
linebacker Phillip Shelby at the 
Tech 49 yard line. On the next 
play, Tech quarterback Jim 
Goodman found split end Mark 
Millwood racing past the Bison 
secondary. and connected on a 51-
yard scoring toss. Blackard 
kicked the extra point and the 
Wonder Boys from Russellville 
suddenly led by 2o-o. 
The.Bisons put their first points 
on the board on their next drive. 
Don Shumate fielded Blackard's 
kickoff at the 15 and returned to 
the 30. With the aid of a 
Blickenstaff pass to Shumate for 
31 yards, the Bisons drove 70 
yards in seven plays to the touch-
down. The score came on an eight 
yard pass from Blickenstaff to 
tight end Mark Adkisson. Hunter 
split the uprights on his extra 
point and the Bisons cut the lead 
to 2~7. 
Hard luck once again fell on the 
Bisons as they turned the ball 
over on their next two 
possessions. Mter the Black and 
Gold defense held the Wonder 
Bo~ and forced them to punt, the 
Bison had the ball on their own 
~yard line. But on first down, 
Blickenstaff threw an. in-
tercept_ion to defensive back 
Danny Brazell at the Harding 45-
yard line. 
Eight plays and 45 yardc; later, 
Stacy Johnson dove over from 
one yard out to score for Tech. 
Blackard kicked the PAT and the 
Wonder Boys were ahead by 27-7. 
McCoy took the kickoff and 
returned it 50 yards to the Tech 
48. But on first down, Blicken-
staff missed the snap over his 
head, out of the shotgun ·for-
mation, and the Wonder Boys 
recovered. Starting from their 
own 33, the Green and Gold 
scored seven plays later on a 
pass from backup quarterback 
Randall Ingle to Moragne'. 
Blackard kicked the extra point 
with no time on the clock in the 
first half and the Wonder Boys 
took a 34-7lead into the dressing 
room at halftime. 
The second half was a 8ee-saw 
battle between the two teams as 
only one toochdown was scored in 
the final two quarters. The 
Bisons sustained the longest 
drive . of the night by going 74 
yards in 16 plays and chewing up 
5:13 off of the clock. Blickenstaff 
found Adkisson. for the secood 
time in the endzone and with 
Hunter's PAT, the Bisons ended 
all scoring. 
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Although the score seemed a 
little on t~ lop-side, the Bison 
offense turned in one of their 
most productive nights of the 
season thus far. The Black and 
Gold gained 453 yards total of-
fense while the Wonder Boys 
earned 523 yards. In the contest, 
three records were broken and 
one was tied. Blickenstaff 
established a record for total 
offense in one game with 300 
yards. Joe David Smith 
previously held that record with 
284 yards against UA-Monticello 
in 1975. Also established by 
Blickenstaff was the record for 
yards passing in a game, with 275 
yards. Cam Prock held that 
record with 255 yards against 
UCA in 1978. The third record 
was the total completions in one 
game with 22. Jerry Mote 
completed 21 against the Wonder 
Boys in ;69 to previously hold 
that r~ord. 
Adkison tied the record for 
touchdowns .caught in a game 
with· two. Ted Walters against 
Langston in 1972: and Percy.. 
Brown - against Northeast 
Missouri also hold that record. 
Others who played well for 
Har,-ding were McCoy, who 
gained 129 yards on 22 carries 
and returned 3 kickoffs for 103 
yards, Shumate who caught six 
receptions for 97 yards and 
Adkison who had six catches for 
46 yards. Bruce Baldwin also 
raised his interception total to six 
with one theft. 
Tomorrow the Bisons host 
Livingston -University to Alumni 
Field. 'Kickoff is at 7:30. 
Bisons to play tomorrow 
by Ken Bissell 
The Bisons play host to the 
Livingston University 
(Alabama) Tigers tomorrow 
night at 7: 31r on Alumni Field. 
The Tigers, an NCAA Division 
II school, currently own a 3-2 
record, with wins over Miles 
College, University of Northern 
Alabama, arid University of 
Tenmissee-~artin while losing to 
Jacksonville State and Tuskegee 
Institute. 
The Tigers are led offensively 
by runningback Johnny Shepherd 
and quarterback Mickey Ben-
tley. 
Shepherd, a 5-10, 185 pounder, 
leads tlie team in rushing with 433 
yards on 71 carries, and 
receiving, with 206 yards on 15 
receptions. Bentley has com-
pleted 60 per cent of his passes 
this season. 
Defensively, the Tigers are led 
by noseguard Mitchell Price and 
linebacker Horace Bradley. 
Price, a 6-2, 240 pound native of 
Newberry, South Carolina has 24 
tackles and nine assists with six 
sacks. The 6-2, 220 pound Bradley 
has 19 unassisted tackles and 15 
assists with two intercept!ons. 
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Prock recruits Bisons thro -.-.-- of methods 
b~ Gwen Crownover 
Kyle .Blickenstaff is from 
Boise, Idaho. Durwood Dry, Ron 
Kohlbrand and Lee Winn hail 
from Merritt ~sland, Fla . Mike 
Chase is from Union Grove, Wis., 
while Jimmy McDowell is only 
an hour away from his Little 
Rock . home. The .Bison football 
team is a melting pot of athletes 
from across the United States, a 
tribute to the recruiting efforts 
of coach John Prock and his 
coaching staff. 
Most of the football players are 
members of the church of Christ 
- 80 to 95 percent, Coach Prock 
said. Many have come to the 
attention of the a thletic depart-
ment through preachers and 
youth ministers and many 
through other Harding contacts. 
"We've been in the business 
now long enough of . playimg 
football that we'll get a lot of our 
kids through our (Harding 
graduate) coaches throughout 
various parts of the country," 
Prock said. "We send a lot of our 
coaches to Texas, especially to 
the Dallas-Fort Worth area. We 
get a lot of kids out of Christian 
academies, which are all over the 
country. David LipScomb in the 
Nashville area - we're getting 
them out of that one. We've gfilt 
them out of Dallas Christian, 
we've got them out of Fort Worth 
Christian, we've got them out of 
Harding Academy (Searcy) and 
Harding Academy in Memphis. 
We've got all of them represented 
on our team." · Ute three players from Merritt 
Island, Fla., Durwood Dry, Ron 
· Kohlbrand and Lee Winn, came 
directly or indirectly.because Dr. 
Jimmy Carr, assistant to the 
president, gave Prock a tip on 
Dry. 
"We got Ron Kohlbrand 
because· of Dry coming, and now 
ALLE~'S FAB·RICS 
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• Polyester and cotton blends 
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to help you plan your wedding. 
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The Bison5 drlll in preparation for Saturday's game against Livingston. by JIM BRADLEY 
we got Lee Winn, a freshman 
guard this year, . because the 
other kids were here - and all 
from just Dr. Carr saying, "My 
son's got a secretary who's got a 
brother .. .', ". Prock said. 
He said he also gets letters · 
"nearly every day" from 
athletes themselves who want to 
be considered. · 
Twenty states are represented 
by the 61 members of the squad. 
Texas has contributed the most, 
11, followed by Arkansas with 10 
and Tennessee with 7. 
"There are more football 
players in the state of Tex.as ~o 
any other state in the world," 
Prock said. "The best football ' 
players in the world come out of 
the state of Texas. In the Dallas-
Fort Worth area yoo've just got 
football players running out your 
ears." 
AIC schools are limited to the 
equivalent of 33 full scholarships 
(room, board, tuition and fees 
paid). Nine of the scholarships 
may be divided into 18 half 
scholarships, making a total of 42 
possible scholarships in football . 
The dollar value of a football 
scholarship at Harding is much 
higher than that of a state-
supported school, but the intent 
of the AIC regulations is to make 
the amount the athlete has to pay 
(that is, for books and tran-
sportation) approximately equal 
no matter which of the AIC 
schools he attends, Dr. Harry 
Olree, athletic director, said. 
A scholarship is certainly a 
useful recruiting tool, Prock said, 
but it is not necessarily enough to 
attract a player. 
"You can use Blickenstaff as 
l!.n example," he said. 
"Blickenstaff's big thing is 
church tie and the super pre-med 
program at Harding. That was ... 
the selling factor, those two 
things there." 
Prock 5aid Blickenstaff was 
highly recruited by other schools. 
· "He was highly .recruited by 
several schools - the Air . Force 
Academy and Idaho State, the 
Ui'liversity ofldaho, a lot of Pac~ 
10 schools out on the Pacific coast 
out there," Prock said. 
Other athletes ~fuse Harding 
scholarship offers specifically 
because of the Christian em-
phasis of the Uriiversity, ProCk 
Said. 
"What we try to dQ is to sell our 
program; we don't try to hide 
anything," Prock said. "We've 
got kids coming in who are not 
church of Christ, and they know 
they'll go to chapel, they'IJ take 
Bible, there'll be no smoking or 
chewing or running around iri 
shorts. We just try to hit them 
with everything. Then they can 
say; 'Hey, I'd like to go there,' or 
'I don't want to go.' Some kids 
don't. Whr:n you say you've got to 
go to ·chapel every day and 
you've got to take Bible, they're 
gone. They don't want any part of 
it. They think we're trying to 
make a preacher out of you." 
Still other players withstand 
the rigors of training and the 
season without scholarships at 
all. Many freshmen, especially, 
come in without a scholarship but 
with hopes of earning one, as they 
are granted on a yearly basis, 
Prock said, 
The coaches prefer that a 
recruited prospect spend at least 
· one night on campus, taking time 
to become acquainted with the 
players and to ·ask them 
questions abou-t'the football 
program and Harding life in 
general. 
"But we don't wine and dine 
them," Prock said. 
Prospects stay in the dor-
mitory with players, often 
sleeping on the floor, he said. 
"The kids will take care of them, 
maybe go to the show, get him a 
date with a girl or something." 
The Bison's present season is 
only half over, but already 
coaches Prock, Dick Johnson, 
Ronnie Peacock and Randy 
Tribble are out looking over the 
local talent in area high school 
games. Come next spring, it will 
be time to start looking at game 
films, reading letters from high 
school principals, and passing 
out. cards in chapel on which 
students can write the names of 
any prospects they know of - all 
in preparation for the 1982 
fQOtball season. 
Theta Psi defeats Ju Go Ju 7-4 for title 
Theta Psi defeated Ju Go Ju, 7-
4, to take the girls' club minor 
league softball championship. 
Theta Psi suffered its first loss 
to Ju Go Ju Wednesday night, 
Oct. 7, leading to Thursday 
night's play-off game in' the 
double elimination tournament. 
In the fifth inning the score was 
tied at 3-3, forcing . the game into 
extra innings. The scores 
remained tied in the sixth inning. 
Theta Psi's Alice Colburn hit a 
drive to center field for a base hit 
to start the seventh inning. 
Tammy Titlow was walked by 
Tammy Hensley, pitcher for Ju 
NOW 
OPEN!!! 
2215V2 E. Race 
Specialize in cuts, sets, perms 
Go Ju, and Colburn came home 
on a double to center fiehl by 
Pam Watson. Kathy Spillman hit 
a fly into left field which was 
caught by Jolayne Loden, 
shortshop for Ju Go Ju. Lora 
Shrable hit a single out to right, 
sending Titlow home to put Theta 
Psi up by two. 11 
Theta Psi catcher Mary Saul 
hit a single, which brought in 
Pam Watson but saw Lora 
Shrable forced out at second. 
With two outs for Theta Psi, Ann 
McPike hit a single and went to 
first. Next up, Clair Davis, center 
fielder for Theta Psi, hit to right 
HAIR DESIGNS 
for the whole family 
MYRNA OEHLERTS 
Owner-Operator 
Open Mon.·Sat. 
Tue1 ••• Tllun. IYuillp 
For an appointment call 
268-3416 
field and brought in Mary Saul 
for a total of four runs for Theta 
Psi. 
Theta Psi's pitcher, Trella 
Yates, brought the top of the 
seventh to a close with a fly to 
shallow left field, caught by Risa 
Beckloff. 
With the score standing 7-3, 
Tracey Smith led off for Ju Go 
Ju. Yates walked Smith to first 
then caught a pop-up by Beck off. 
Loden walked to first, and Ju Go 
Ju scored its final run when 
Smith came in on an overthrow to 
second. With one run and one out, 
Tina Turner, leftfielderforJu Go 
Ju, smacked a base hit. 
With bases loaded, Nan Nor-
wood was struck out. Ju Go Ju's 
first baseman Karen Hodnett, ,at 
bat with two outs and loaded 
bases, popped up the ball to 
Theta Psi's second baseman 
Titlow to end the game. 
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HARDING GRAD INTRODUCES 
NEW CLUB DISCOUNT PLAN 
Cravens treated for infection 
Shannon Spears, alumnus of 
Harding and manager of SPOm 
WAIEHOUSE located at 809 E. 
Race, announces a spectacular 
year-long discount for club 
members. 
Any club purchasing their club 
jackets or club jerseys at SPOilS 
WAREHOUSE entitles their mem-
bers to a ipecial offer. After the 
club, as a group, has purchased 
their jackets or jerseys from 
SPORTS WAREHOUSE, the 
members may purchase persona~ 
items thro.ughout the schOol yeor 
at a 10% discount. 
Spears asks club members to 
weor the i~et or jersey purchas-
ed from SPOinS WAIBtOUSI 
when wi~hing ·to use their lQ'Yo 
discount during the 1981-82 '<:hool 
term. 
Chi Lambda Chi club members 
are -already entitled to a 10% 
discount because of their club's 
purchase. 
Johnny Cravens, a sophomore 
Harding student who underwent 
surgery for removal of a massive 
brain tumor in June, was 
hospitalized for over two weeks 
for treatment of a spinal fluid 
leak and an infection of his left 
eye, and:was to be released from 
Baptist Memorial Hospital in · 
Memphis, Tenn., Wednesday or 
Thursday, aceording to junior 
Mike Gurganus, who has 
followed Cravens' . condition and 
spoke to Cravens Monday. 
anesthetic until afterward to 
keep him from- moving," 
Gurganus said, "so it'.s very 
painful.'' Cravens has undergone 
"more than half a dozen" such 
spinal taps, he said. 
Gurganus said the eye infection 
is Jli'Obably a complication of the 
brain surgery, which 'Yas 1also . 
performed at Baptist Memorial. 
"When they did the operation, 
they bad to sacrifice a nerve to 
his left eye," he said. "For a 
while he couldn't even move it, 
but now he's getting to where he 
can move it some." 
(Advertisement) 
Gurganus said physicians 
considered another surgery to 
repair the leak but, because the 
leak is very small, opted instead 
for spinal tap treatments. In a 
spinal tap, a long needle is in-
serted into the spinal column to 
draw out excess fluid. 
Cravens has no ·feeling in the 
eye. and the tear duct no longer 
functions, Gurganus said. He 
speculated that the infection may . 
have been caused because 
foreign particles can enter 
Cravens' eye without his sensing "They don't give him any 
• 
Most students play by the nates when 
placing a long distance caD. They take 
advantage of bargain rates and make their 
caDs during the discount periods. If you're 
not sure when you' can caD at discount 
rates, check yo~r phone book. 
A few students think it's O.K. to break the 
nates by steaHng their telephone caDs. 
Some even think it's O.K. to a5e a celebrity's 
telephone credit card for Long Distance 
caDs. Those people are not beating the 
system, they're taking advantage of aU of 
us, because it drives up the cost of providing 
telephone senrice. · 
Students who break the nates also run the 
risk of paying a lal'ge &ne. Spending tUne in 
jaU. And getting the1D$elves a permanent 
poHce record. . · 
I It's just not worth it! 
@ &,uthwestern Bell 
them and without tears to wash 
them out. 
The outside comer of Cravens' 
eye has been stitched together, 
Gurganus said, and the stitches 
were removed: last Monday. 
Cravens, a native of JonesbOro, 
Ark., and the son of Mr, and Mrs. 
JohnS. Cravens Sr., is expected 
to return to school Monday, Oct. 
19. 
"He said he's going: to come 
back and try to cateh up (in hjs 
classes-)," Gurganus said, "but 
he's way behind. He's thinking 
about coming back and auditing 
his classes or maybe picking up 
some of the easier ones." 
Women take first 
in cross country, 
men win second 
In cross country ihe .women 
won the women's division and the 
men finished second in the men's 
division in the Arkansas College 
Invitational Meet last week. 
The Bisonettes scored a low 
total of 22 points to drop South-
western of Memphis, who scored 
37 points, and Arkansas College, 
who had no score. 
The men scored 77 points to 
place runner-up behind Arkansas 
State, who swept the first five 
places for a perfect 15 points. 
Other men's scores included 
College of the Ozarks, v;ho scored 
110 points; Southwestern of 
Memphis, 111; Arkansas Tech, 
122; Arkansas College, 166. 
Diane Marshall of Arkansas 
College established a record of 
19: 16 over the 5ooo meter course 
to Win the women's division. The 
first Bisonette to cross the fmish 
line was Kim Castle, who finished 
fourth with a time of 20:41. Other 
Bisonette finishers were Marla 
Upton, who ran a time of 20:50 for 
fifth; Lee Belew, who placed 
sixth with a time of 21: 52; Sherry 
Harris, who placed eighth with a 
time of 22:23; Tiny Fraley, who 
ran a ninth place time of 22:40; 
Gina Hodel, who placed eleventh 
with a time of 22:52; Sharon 
Westover, who ran a twelfth 
place time of 23:05; and Tami 
Rix, who placed thirteenth with a 
time of 23:52. 
Although the men did not send 
six of their top eight runners, 
'they still managed to look im-
pressive. Bill Thorn of ASU 
established a new record as he 
ran the five-mile men's course in 
25:35. Tomy Sitton led the Bi$on 
cause as he placed seventh with a 
time of 26:35. Also placing was 
Steve Hubbard, who came in 
tenth ~th a tinie of 27:08; Mitch 
McCohn, who ran a time of 27:24 
for thirteenth place; · Marty 
Sewell, who placed 23rd with a 
time of 28:30; John Woodell, who 
placed 28th with a time of 28:47; 
and Cossie Chandler, who ran a 
time of 29:00 for 29th place over , 
the five miles. 
Coach Ted Lloyd seemed 
satisfied with both team's per-
formances. "Both teams ran well 
Oil a rough and hilly course," 
Uoyd said. "The win for the 
women and the second place 
fmish for the. men was very 
gratifying. The women are 
continuing to run well with the 
best times of the season. The 
men's team was junior .varsity 
and theywerestillabletobeat all 
of the . AIC schools present." 
Both squads travel to St. Louis, 
Mo., tomorrow to co~te in the 
Washington University Ia-
. 'ritatiCJDal. . 
